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Argument in Favor of Proposition 103

There are important differences between the five insurance initiatives on the November ballot which you should be aware of before voting.

Proposition 103—Voter Revolt to Cut Insurance Rates—is the only insurance initiative written and paid for exclusively by consumers. It alone reduces all of your automobile, home and business insurance premiums to November 1987 prices. Then, it alone cuts them another 20%.

Proposition 103 will also end the insurers’ exemption from the antimonopoly laws, allow people to elect the Insurance Commissioner, require a special 20% discount for good drivers, and stop unfair price increases in the future. It specifies that a permanent, independent consumer watchdog system will champion the interests of insurance consumers.

Proposition 103 is written in plain language. There are no loopholes or fine print. Unlike the other propositions, nonlawyers can read it.

Because the polls showed that the insurance industry could not defeat Voter Revolt’s 103 directly, the insurance companies came up with a plan to defeat it indirectly. They are pushing Proposition 104—the so-called “no-fault” proposition—and are spending tens of millions of dollars to advertise that it is better for consumers than Proposition 103.

Privately, insurance executives have admitted that their Proposition 104 would actually raise auto insurance premiums for many drivers. Worse, Proposition 104 rewrites the entire California Insurance Code to benefit insurance companies. The 24,000 words of obscure legalese in Proposition 104 turn the law into a “your fault” system. Their fine print cancels out every consumer reform in Voter Revolt’s Proposition 103.

Some insurance companies disagree with “no fault,” so they’re financing Proposition 101, which claims to make the biggest cut in auto insurance. But the big cut they boast about affects only one portion of your auto insurance—they could raise premiums for the rest of your coverage as much as they want. In return, Proposition 101 allows insurance companies to avoid full payment for accidents. It, too, cancels many of the auto insurance reforms in Proposition 103.

Insurance companies are also financing Proposition 106, which restricts your right to quality legal counsel. The insurance companies claim Proposition 106 will cut their costs. In fact, it will limit your ability to make the insurance companies pay up.

Proposition 100, which is paid for by trial lawyers and bankers, simply does not go far enough to protect consumers’ interests. Unlike Proposition 103, it does not automatically and immediately cut insurance rates. Nor does it enable consumers to permanently unite to fight against insurance abuse, as Voter Revolt’s Proposition 103 does.

Proposition 103 is the only initiative written and paid for exclusively by consumers. It will save you the most money:

To guarantee that every reform in Voter Revolt’s Proposition 103 becomes law, it must get more “Y” votes than any other proposition. Every vote in favor another insurance proposition cancels your vote for Proposition 103. That’s why we advise you to vote “Yes” only on Proposition 103.

RALPH NADER
Consumer Advocate

HARVEY ROSENFIELD
Chair, Voter Revolt to Cut Insurance Rates/Proposition 103

Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 103

Proponents of PROP 103 claim that their initiative includes no “fine print,” but IT’S FULL OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES THAT WILL WIPE OUT ANY BENEFITS IT PROMISES YOU. VOTE NO ON PROP 103.

The most glaring example of this “fine print” allows for massive government intervention into the insurance industry. A GOVERNMENT-RUN INSURANCE SYSTEM IS NOT THE ANSWER.

In New Jersey, where the government intervened in the insurance business under circumstances similar to those mandated in PROP 103, every driver is paying a surcharge to help foot a $2.5-billion deficit racked up by the state-run insurance system.

PROP 103 advocates also tell you their initiative contains no loopholes. Look again. It’s loaded with them.

• RATES WILL INCREASE by an average 25% for two-thirds of the state’s drivers, according to the State-Department of Insurance, because PROP 103 eliminates rating based on the driving safety record of your neighborhood and forces suburban and rural drivers to subsidize motorists in high-risk areas.

• DRUNK DRIVERS who haven’t lost their licenses can qualify for “good driver” discounts.

A MASSIVE BUREAUCRACY IS NOT THE SOLUTION. Only fundamental reform of our auto insurance system will hold down insurance premiums. We need to reduce the cost of litigation, fraud and subsidizing uninsured motorists.

PROP 103 DOES NOT REFORM OUR SYSTEM. IT DOES NOT GUARANTEE YOU LONG-TERM RATE REDUCTIONS.

Vote NO on PROP 103.

ALISTER MCAULIFER
Former Chair, Assembly Finance and Insurance Committee

ED DAVIS
State Senator, 19th District

KIRK WEST
President, California Chamber of Commerce
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Argument Against Proposition 103

KEEP BIG GOVERNMENT OUT OF THE AUTO INSURANCE BUSINESS.

You might think PROP 103's auto insurance rate reductions seem too good to be true. You're right.

Vote NO on PROP 103; it does not enact any cost-cutting reforms. Instead, it attacks the symptoms of our failing auto insurance system. It does not address, let alone begin to grapple with, the real problem—the cost of uninsured motorists, fraud and, most importantly, runaway auto accident litigation.

PROP 103 might seem well-intentioned but, unfortunately, it inevitably would lead to a huge, state-run insurance system costing millions of dollars.

Hidden provisions of this measure give the state unprecedented authority to enter the insurance business. If you think lines are long and the bureaucracy impenetrable at government offices today, just wait until you have to deal with the state to purchase insurance.

This sloppily drafted measure will:
• Raise insurance premiums, in the long term, for the majority of California drivers. PROP 103 forces insurers to ignore the driving safety record of where you live and, instead, forces you to subsidize drivers in areas that have the highest insurance losses. For example, a 55-year-old suburban driver will end up paying more for insurance so that a young urban driver can pay less. A State Department of Insurance study recently predicted that this aspect of PROP 103 will raise rates for two-thirds of the state's drivers—by an average 22%!
• Allow convicted drunk drivers who have not lost their licenses to win an additional rate discount for "good driving."
• Make the Insurance Commissioner an elected official with enormous new powers. This "insurance czar" would be a politician first, and a regulator second. As a politician, this official would be preoccupied with raising campaign money from special interests all too willing to "buy" influence.
• Create a huge government bureaucracy that does nothing to make auto insurance more affordable. Instead, PROP 103 would add time, expense and lots of lawyers to enact a price-control policy that has failed miserably in New Jersey and other states. To carry out this price-control policy, the measure increases the Department of Insurance's budget by 33% and its staff by at least 100 new bureaucrats.

VOTE NO on PROP 103. Lowering auto premiums for California drivers is a laudable goal, but this measure's flawed methods are not the answer. Please VOTE NO on PROP 103.

KIRK WEST
President, California Chamber of Commerce

WILLIAM CAMPBELL
State Senator, 31st District
Chairman, Joint Legislative Budget Committee

DAVID DAYREUX
Author, Consumers' Guide to Auto Insurance

Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 103

The insurance companies want to divert your attention away from the fact that Prop 103 will save everyone 20% on their auto insurance as well as their home and business insurance. That's why the statement above employs confusing and often ridiculous arguments against it.

Here are the facts:
• 103 is the only initiative that will immediately cut everyone's premiums by 20%.
• 103 forces insurance companies to base your rates on your driving record first, rather than on where you live. That means good drivers throughout the state will pay less than they do now, while bad drivers will pay more.
• 103 eliminates the insurance industry's unfair exemption from the antitrust laws. This will reduce rates permanently.
• 103 involves no new government bureaucracy—just a new set of rules to create a competitive marketplace and prohibit excessive rates.
• 103 will actually save money for taxpayers, according to the official California State Legislative Analyst.
• And no wonder the insurance companies don't want an elected Insurance Commissioner—in the states where people elect insurance commissioners, rates average 30% lower than in California.

Voter Revolt's Proposition 103 is the only insurance reform initiative written and paid for exclusively by consumers. That's why it is the only initiative endorsed by Ralph Nader.

103 will lower insurance rates for everyone. That's why the insurance industry is against it. Don't buy their misleading advertising. Vote YES on Proposition 103.

HARVEY ROSENFIELD
Chair, Voter Revolt to Cut Insurance Rates/Proposition 103